
 

FREE REPORT FROM MLGM’s ‘Sustainability Plus’ SERIES: 

“THE 5 WEALTH KILLERS” 

The Program & Software 

Growing multitudes. People all around the world are invited to use MLGM’s exclusive 
Asset Creation & Asset Recycling Program including the software to combat the economic 
headwinds that we are all facing. 

What are these headwinds?...these are Your opponents! (including post COVID-19). 

I played professional sports in my younger years and if I have an opponent that’s trying to 
attack me I want to know who they are, what their strategy is, so that I can put together a 
plan to WIN. Life is the same, and those that win are the ones that walk around with smiles 
on their faces, have a happy family and happy family life with no monetary pressures 
closing in on them and are able to really enjoy life.  

With that in mind I’d like to point out the 5 ‘Wealth Killers’ that are set by default to take our 
money. Simply ignoring them or meandering along with good intentions WILL NOT HELP 
YOU.  

Here are the 5 ‘Wealth Killers’… 

1. TAXES 

Most people over pay their taxes and don’t even know it. It’s the number 1 wealth killer. We 
are a strong believer in only paying the ‘legal’ minimum and not a penny more. It’s like 
driving down the road not knowing the speed limit and feeling nervous because you think 
you’re going to get pulled over. You need to know the speed limit in your country (USA 
55mph, UK 70mph highway). We encourage everyone to drive at these speed limits 

2. INFLATION 

Set by default, stealing our money. It’s hard at work devaluing all currencies worldwide.  
Inflation affects us all because it takes more paper money to buy the things that we need 
and want. 

Back in the 60’s and 70’s when I grew up each family only had ONE working parent and 
the other stayed at home. Why was this…because they could. Then in the 80’s and 90’s 
governments continued to print more money and run up the national debt and ONE family 
income wasn’t enough so one became TWO. And here we are now with TWO incomes 
sometimes not being enough.  
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If inflation runs at 11% and the banks pay 1% interest who can afford to lose 10% every 
year? That’s exactly what’s happening.  Use the CECC and CEECO crypto tokens to create 
and protect your money, use as a safe haven from inflation. 

3. SAVING MONEY THE WRONG WAY 

We were never really told the truth about saving money. Paper money was originally 
created as a ‘gold’ substitute. People who understood this started saving gold, seeing it as 
a ‘real’ asset.  

Bitcoin has now become the ‘Digital Gold’ and is now being seen and purchased as an 
asset just like gold, Bitcoin has a restricted amount in circulation thereby giving it the same 
favourable ‘scarcity’ value. Bitcoin has added value being that it also used as currency 
worldwide. 

Note: You also have the option of creating your own gold reserve. Simply Cash-In some of 
your Bitcoin earned using the CECC and CEECO crypto tokens and buy some gold if you 
want to (opportunity to diversify a little).  

4. BAD ADVICE 

So many people get bad advice from people that know very little or nothing about 
finance. Just like your health, you should take personal responsibility for your financial 
education, your financial IQ. Don’t take advice from someone who is broke.  

Experts and people with phenomenal net worth’s are accumulating Bitcoin (Digital Gold) 
right now!  

5. INACTIVITY 

Keeps you bound to a failing financial system that is taking your money buy default.  
There is nothing you can do about it unless you take ACTION today.  

Any one of these ‘wealth killers’ will inflict damage on your financial wellbeing.  
 

It’s Time For Something NEW!...  

   

Clean Energy Carbon Credit - Co2 Emissions Permit – Sustainability Plus Crypto Currencies - 
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Conclusion 

Paper money has about a 150 year history and it’s all bad, digital money is about 25 years 
old and now destined to replace paper money forever. Use MLGM’s Sustainable crypto 
tokens to facilitate your changeover. 

REGRETS?...remember the guy in the USA who paid out 10,000 Bitcoin to buy a pizza back in 
2010. BTC price today $59,000 (£42,000) for ONE. I hope he enjoyed the pizza! 

So here you have a truly ‘once-in-a-lifetime’ opportunity to use crypto to completely 
change your financial situation and start ‘living your dream.’ 

It only requires you to do 2 things… 
1.‘Kick-out’ procrastination 
2. Take action 

I did both back in 2017 with Bitcoin. I now look to help millions of people around the world 
do the same (eliminating poverty, Circular Economy) while also making a massive effort to 
help our planet (Global Warming-Climate Crisis) and avert the ‘6th mass extinction event’ 
from being completed (next 30-40years!). 

With MLGM you can become an Investor, or join our Affiliate Partner program, become a 
Customer, or join and just be a good friend. Whatever you decide we are here to help you 
achieve your goals. 

MLGM offers flexible plans and packages, plans for larger cash flows, plans with options of 
accumulating more assets (Bitcoin, Gold)…and we’re great to work with! 

So when people ask “what are you doing these days” you can simply reply… 

“I’m helping promote sustainability and 
 multiply my capital at the same time”. 

“I’m able to make a profit by simply exchanging my paper money for MLGM’s Sustainable 
crypto tokens, into BITCOIN, or GOLD, without a bank or a broker.”  

 

My name is Ronnie Tutt,  
Founder of MLGM-CEECO here in London, England.  
Director of Finance. Sustainability Consultant. Sustainable Energy Finance - Climate Adaption 

Finance - Climate Sustainable Finance - Academy Climate Fellowship - Diploma Green Finance -  

I want to thank you for your time today. I encourage you to join (or get back to the person 
who sent you this information). They can then help you set up your FREE account today.  

…Have yourself an incredible awesome day and we’ll speak soon!  

Customer, or join and just be a good friend!  

http://www.mlgm.org/circular-economy/
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FOR THOSE WANTING TO DO MORE… 
BECOME A SUSTAINABILITY PLUS COMMITMENT MEMBER 

 

MLGM: Committed to the United Nations  
17 SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS (UNSDGs)  
GOAL 1: NO POVERTY. GOAL 2: Zero Hunger. GOAL 3: Good Health and Well-being. GOAL 4: Quality Education. 
GOAL 5: Gender Equality. GOAL 6: Clean Water and Sanitation. GOAL 7: Affordable and Clean Energy. GOAL 8: Decent Work 
and Economic Growth. GOAL 9: Industry, Innovation and Infrastructure. GOAL 10: Reduced Inequality. GOAL 11: Sustainable 
Cities and Communities. GOAL 12: Responsible Consumption and Production. GOAL 13: Climate Action. GOAL 14: Life Below 
Water. GOAL 15: Life on Land. GOAL 16: Peace and Justice Strong Institutions. GOAL 17: Partnerships to achieve the Goal. 

 

Opportunity To Participate in the Clean Energy ECOnomy ’CEECO’ 
Clean & Renewable Energy (Solar, Hydrogen, Electric, Wind Farms,) - Peatlands Maintenance -  

- Climate Action - Reforestation – Replanting - Carbon Footprint Offsetting - Animal Welfare - Animal 
Farming Practices - Sustainable Lifestyle Education – Promote FREEDOM & End Global Poverty! 

www.MLGM.org 
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